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EDITORIAL 

 

This is the last edition of The Coupling for 2014 which takes us to the end of another season.  We have seen further additions to 

our site and final completion of the Haynes End station canopy.  Loch Trieg has been in use after its protracted boiler replace-

ment and it is good to see it pleasing passengers again. Some work needs to be finished on it and this will commence after the 

Santa Specials.  Upgrading of the Winterfield track continues with the wooden beams being replaced with metal ones.  Progress 

has been good and it is now half completed.  A new crew room is under construction which will allow for the old caravan to be 

removed.  Hopefully this will be before the old van falls apart on its own.  As you will see in this issue there are plenty of future 

projects to keep us all busy.  Like always, much will depend on availability of funds and once these are in place the willingness 

of the workers. 

 

Our public running this year has been very successful and the weather has been better than it was in 2013.  The club was repre-

sented at the ‘Trains in Haynes’ exhibition in the local village.  On this occasion the weather was not on our side so very few 

people came up from the village for a ride.  This event should have been called ‘Rains in Haynes’.  Sales in the Station Buffet 

(Clubhouse) on public running days have been excellent and many thanks are sent to the ladies who gave their time selling re-

freshments and toys to our customers.  Thanks also to all those who donated cakes for sale. 

 

Santa Specials and the Christmas Quiz take place next month and it is hoped that as many members as possible will support these 

events./ 

 

Finally, my best wishes to all for a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year. 

Tony Bullock 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Please note that subscriptions for 2015 become due on January 1st. but I will be happy to receive your payment from now on. 

If your renewal has not been made by Thursday 11th February your membership will have lapsed and you will not be entitled to attend or 

vote at the AGM.  

 

The rates are unchanged at Adult member £32, Junior member £10, Family member £7.  

Payments should go to the Membership Secretary, Alan Beard and not to the Treasurer.  An SAE to send your membership card will be 
appreciated.  

 

Payment may also be made by direct transfer from your account to BMES.  Account number 50157058, sort code 20-05-74.  If you intend to 

use this method please delay payment until the New Year at the request of the Treasurer and tell me by emailing to 
alan.beard1916@btinternet.com so that I know to send you your membership card.   

 

COMMITTEE MEETING NEWS 

September meeting 

 

Track weeds are under control but line side vegetation is overhanging and needs to be cut back out of reach of child passengers. 

The fence surrounding the toilet doors is in danger of collapsing.   

There is the possibility of damage to vehicles/personnel when the strimmer is in use. 

Santa Specials are selling well with Sunday afternoon the most popular and Saturday afternoon the least. 

Mark Leeson having resigned from the Railway Subcommittee, Tony Bullock, Gordon Mead and Phil Wright have tried to keep 

the committee going.  Peter offered to join the RSC if it would be helpful.  

The events programme for 2015 was approved. 

Mat & Gilly will not be present for the Visitors’ weekend but they are willing to do the preparatory work as previously and w ill 

produce a folder listing what they need to do and what they do not do. 

There is concern that a number of recent altercations between members could have damaging effects particularly when the public 

are present.  The view was expressed that with members coming from many differing backgrounds and age-groups what was 

regarded as acceptable conduct varied widely.  Members must behave in a civil manner towards others at all times. 

Locomotives need to have a log book similar to the coaches.  The time in service should be recorded. 

Tickets need to be ordered and numbered if affordable.  

Customers are confused when at Winterfield and need to be better informed.  There was a difference of opinion over whether it  

was better to have separate tickets for the raised and ground level loops or one usable with either.  There will be a large site map 

placed at Haynes End giving full details of the railways and their fares.  

Current fares are too low and will be considered at the October meeting. 

Reinstatement of 5” track to Haynes End.  When the 5” track was removed the owners of 5” locos were compensated by the 

installation of the circuits at Winterfield.  Replacement would be very expensive.  No action proposed at this time. 

Replacement sleepers are available at 90p each.  It was suggested that plastic ones would be better under points. 

Many children show a keen interest in the railway and ‘taster’ sessions could attract new young members.  “Day membership” 

may be a possibility. 

Peter is producing a list of assets for insurance purposes and requests additions where possible. 

 

October meeting 

 

An item will be placed in The Coupling inviting members to renew membership at an unchanged rate.  Payment by cash or 

cheque but those using BACS will be asked to delay until January. 

Income from Public Running days has gone well and that from the Santa Specials expected to be satisfactory.  Figures sent to 

Companies House should be to their satisfaction.  Application for membership of BGLR is in hand. 

There has been no communication from the railway subcommittee and it appears to have ceased activity.  Alan G will be 

contacted to get the RSC going again or to wind it up.  Reports are needed on the crew room, Loch Treig and the permanent way. 

There was full discussion on the state of the various carriages.  One is currently out of use having been adapted for work on the 

permanent way.  The shortage has been solved by Andy’s two sit-a- strides having been modified and brought into service.  

Terry reported that a strong ballast wagon was needed and he was asked to provide costings.  The adapted wagon will hopefully 

return to passenger service for the 2015 season. 

The season ended with some good sales and there is very little stock to be carried over.  Cans and child drinks are well in date 

and will be checked after the Santa weekend.  Plans for the catering side of Santa's are in hand and the only other event this year 

will be the Quiz Nite which will be covered as before.  Members thanked Tony for his report and ask him to extend their thanks 

to the catering ladies who do a sterling job. 

A full statement had been read by the committee on the reinstatement of the 5” gauge and Brian Walton was able to expand on 

the proposal.  The suggested cost in the region of £3000 was a minimum figure and other costs were inevitable.  Implementation 

should not start until other major work was complete although the extra rail should be included if track panels needed renewal 

during routine maintenance.  Brian agreed to oversee the work as project coordinator.  During the discussion he emphasised the  
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fact that there are more 5” locos in the society than 7¼” but conceded that in most cases they would be unsuitable for passenger 

work. 

Peter reminded the meeting that there was already a heavy financial commitment to signalling upgrades being designed by 

Gordon.  Andy suggested that funds could be raised by loans as in this case of the Haynes End canopy. 

Bookings for the Santa Specials continue to arrive with a further number anticipated from forms taken on the October running 

day.  Total bookings are well ahead of 2013 with 20 more families booked to date than last year.  Sunday is virtually sold out 

although 1 or 2 small families could be slotted in. 
Saturday morning has most space while over half of the afternoon trains are now filled.  Income to date is about two thirds of last 

year.  There is the usual mix of more adults than children.  There is a possible lack of motive power on the weekend so plans to 

carry out work on Lock Treig will be delayed until after the Specials. 

John Parmenter agreed to continue his work organising the Monday evening meetings but stressed that he must have assistance 

from the committee especially in finding suitable speakers.  Next year’s programme is nearly ready but there are still vacancies.  

Topics do not necessarily need to be model engineering based as shown by the “House that Keith built” evening. 

Return tickets from Haynes End will be raised to £2 and those at Winterfield to £1. 

Tony said that it is becoming difficult to produce a bi-monthly newsletter when there is very little input from members.  One 

consideration was to go quarterly which could help.  Alternatively go to a letter format rather than a magazine type.  If members 

can be persuaded to contact him with reports/articles things would be vastly improved.  Editing is OK with him.  With some 

positive input to go with the negative moans from a few, better issues would be produced.  The meeting fully supported the edi-

tor but had not appreciated his difficulties with content.   

A payment of £570 was approved for the raised track, this sum including expenditure on frets. 

 

5” TO RETURN TO HAYNES END!  

With the weather being more amenable towards the end of August and through September, Wednesday lunch on Hammer Hill 

was often taken outside in the picnic area.  This led to a rather larger gathering of minds than possible in the station building, and 

thus a wider input to the various discussions that took place.  One of the subjects that stimulated much conversation was the ab-

sence of the 5” rail on the ‘main line’. 

Those of you who know me will be aware that I have been eager to see the dual gauge re-instated for some time now, but it was 

surprising to see how many others were keen on the idea.  This included a couple of BMES committee members who subse-

quently tabled the issue on our behalf, which then led to a request for a formal proposal to be prepared for discussion at the fol-

lowing committee meeting.  With significant input and assistance from Messrs. Combes and Lawson, such a document was pre-

pared in readiness for the October meeting, with a view to gaining formal project approval from the committee to re-instate the 

5” from Haynes End to Hammer Hill. However, it was also felt that the proposal should be backed up with a list of members who  

supported the idea, and so I was persuaded to take on the task of gathering the names.  

In talking to most of the members who were on site during the following weeks I was pleasantly surprised to find almost every-

one was in favour, including a few whom I had thought would be wholly against!  My surprise was even greater at some of their 

comments such as: 

“It (the 5” rail) should never have been removed in the first place” and  

“It was always said (at the time of the decision to lift it) that it would be re-instated”. 

(On reflection though, perhaps the level of enthusiasm came about due to the fact that this project will deliver something that is 

purely for the enjoyment of the membership, and not another investment principally for public running?) 

And so, with the written proposal and a list showing most of the regular ‘active’ members declaring their support, our sponsors 

on the committee were ready and armed to champion the cause at the next committee meeting.  I was requested to attend the 

meeting, to answer questions if asked – and this I did, being joined also by Chris Cornell and John Parmenter as interested ob-

servers. 

I will not repeat here that which will have been reported in the meeting minutes. What I can say is that the committee voted, with 

a significant majority, in favour of the proposal to re-instate the 5” to Haynes End.  My understanding being that, in terms of 

further permanent way development, this project is now top of the list, and will be the next to make a start. If any of you have 

had sight of the minutes of that meeting, you will have spotted that the committee also suggested that “yours truly” should act in 

some sort of co-ordination role for the project. I was also asked to write a piece for The Coupling – hence the article you are 

reading now.  

We now have to have to look to the small matter of funding!  Committee members have been asked to review potential spending 

for next year, and hopefully there should be some funds that can be made available.  

It is anticipated that a good deal of the work can be integrated with on-going maintenance of the main line, but even so, we will 

need to invest in around £3000 worth of rail and fixings specifically for this project.  We will also need loads of that “hands on“ 

support that many of you signed up for.  Clearly there will be a considerable amount (some 700 metres) of plain rail to be laid, 

and this is likely to be supplemented by the need to refurbish an amount of the existing 7¼” track.  

We also have a particular need for a number of us to learn the skills of point building.  Although there are not so many points that 

are missing the necessary 5” components, there is a need to embark on a more general programme of replacing pointwork across 

much of the railway and this task is too big to be deposited in the lap of the few people who have built turnouts in recent t imes.  

Some components have already been ordered for replacement of points 52 and 53, so it will not be long before work can com-

mence on this work, and this will result in point 52 becoming fully dual gauge.  This is the departure point for the new 5” on the 
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down main from Hammer Hill, at the same time some (relatively) minor additions to point 42 will give us the 5” entry point from 

the up main.  In addition, we have recently managed to acquire just over 100 metres of second hand rail, so in principle there is 

now little to prevent us beginning the installation of a 5” rail, possibly starting from Haynes End cross-over and working towards 

Badgers Holt, again on the down line.  
Obviously all of this cannot be achieved overnight, financially or otherwise, and there are one or two current infrastructure pro-

jects to complete, so it is likely that the 5” project will take at least two years to achieve……..unless you good folk can prove 

otherwise?  

When the 5” connection to Haynes End has been restored, there will have to be one operating restriction in place, and that is that 

during the hours of public running there will be no 5” movements on the mainline unless specifically authorised by the Haynes 

End signalman.  I think this is a sensible approach and a small price to pay to enjoy the benefits for the rest of the time.  As to 

those benefits, aside from the obvious pleasures for 5” owners to be able to roam the same rails as the 7¼” chaps and chap-esses, 

it will be possible for those 5” folk to make easier use of the facilities at Haynes End – the buffet, toilets, water supply, the off-

loading facilities, even coal stocks.  Indeed the “liberation” of the 5” fraternity from Winterfield might well result in a little less 

of the “them and us” that occasionally materialises – after all we are all members of the same club, aren’t we?  

So there you have it, after several years of absence the 5” is set to return to Haynes End and the entire railway will once again be 

available to the maximum number of members………..unless of course someone fancies their chances of adding a 3½” rail to the 

ground level!  

Brian Walton 

CLUB RUNNING 

 

In the past certain days have been given over at the club for club running. These were for club members to have use of the track 

and other facilities without the public being on site and, from what I have been told, they were very successful.  As of late they 

have been rather disappointing to the extent that on one occasion nobody turned up with the intention of running a loco or any-

thing else come to that. 

 

In the current programme for 2015 six days have been allocated for club running.  They are 12th April, 10th May, 14th June, 

26th July, 20th September and 18th October. 

 

What we are hoping for is that members will turn up with a loco or even a traction engine and join in with some enjoyable run-

ning and good humoured banter. We would also hope that family members and friends would join us and perhaps become more 

involved with the club.  It would be an ideal opportunity for interested parties to learn to drive a loco under supervision. 

There will be no official catering on these days but the facilities of the clubhouse will be available.  It is hoped that attendees 

would bring picnics or make use of the club barbecue. 

The first day is only a few months away, so if you have a loco under the bench that needs a run, bring it along.  Boiler testing 

days in March are already in place. 

Hopefully we will see you there. 

Martin Cusden 

 

RAILWAY  VIDEO TAPES 

The following video tapes have been gathering dust in the Clubhouse for too long.  Members are invited to take them away at no 

cost though a donation to funds will not be refused. 

They will be retained until the New Year but thereafter disposed of. 

A – Z of Steam     Age of Steam     Big Little Railways pt 1 

Big Little Railways pt 2    Blackmore Vale and the Bluebell  Love those Trains 

British Steam Railways   4468 Mallard  Railroading USA    Manx Railway Centenarians 

Return of the Trams     Steam Alive   a tribute to steam  Steam Up at Stapleford Park 

Steaming Back to Marylebone   The Longest Train    The Flying Scotsman in Australia 

The Beer Heights Light Railway   The Magic of Grand Scale Railroading West Coast Ry Heritage Park 
Summer Steam Spectacular  The 4–8–4s Vintage Rails 

 
GROUNDS UPKEEP 

 

Due to the onset of winter and the state of the main field please be advised that it will be closed to all vehicles immediately after 

Santa Specials and will remain closed until early March.  If anyone has to cross the field please drive very slowly.  This will give 

the field a good chance to recover and be ready for the 2015 season. 

 

Access to the new crew room and station platform area is to be gained by passing round the back of the containers and coming 

on to the field by the entrance adjacent to the signal box. 

Shaun O’Hare—Mower Man 
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BOILER QUERIES 
  

1) BOILER TEST 
  

At the recent Trains in Haynes exhibition a person, who said that he is a long term Society member, talked to the members run-

ning our stand and asked how he could contact me for a boiler test on the 7¼” Black Five he had just completed.  Unfortunately 

he neither gave a name nor was he recognised, because in his own words it was many years since he had visited the club. 

  

If this person would still like a test, my contact details are published in every issue of the Society magazine, both hard and email 

copies, and if you contact me something can be arranged after the Santa Specials. 

  

My tel no is 01525 750 914 and email dick.billington@ntlworld.com  No calls after 8 pm please and also whilst F1 races and 

Midsomer Murders are on the telly!!!. 

  

2) STAINLESS STEEL BOILERS 
  

I get fairly regular queries concerning the possibility of making and using boilers made from stainless steel. 

  

On the Continent many models have a stainless steel boiler and some come to the UK as visiting models at rallies.  Talking to the 

Southern Federation, when a model is presented to run with a stainless steel boiler, provided it carries a professional boiler cer-

tificate (as all such continental boilers do) plus an appropriate insurance certificate then it can be allowed to run. 

  

Can I make a stainless steel boiler myself?  There is discussion regarding the use of stainless steel boilers within UK at present.  

However the current answer to this question is quite specific;  The Federation test booklets which were produced and published 

in conjunction with our Insurers specifically state that Club inspectors cannot inspect boilers made from stainless steel.  So if you 

decide to make a boiler from this material, whilst your local inspectors may be quite interested in what you are doing, they can-

not inspect it and your local society cannot give it an insurance certification, so please do not ask. 

  

If you still decide to go ahead you will either require to know, or work for a Company that can  : 

i) Approve and certify your design 

ii) Supply the correct material with certification paperwork 

iii) have a welder certified to conduct the welding 

iv ) verify and test and certificate the completed boiler 

v) provide you with appropriate insurance certification to cover its use. 

  

Unless you can meet the above requirements you almost certainly will end up with a shiny sideboard ornament.  I personally will 

be very interested to hear how you get on. 

Dick Billington 

 

FOR FREE 

 

I have an old rotary lapidary polisher that has been unused for many years and I now would like to dispose of it. 

The motor/drive box is OK and works well. The rotary box is complete but both end covers have been repaired long ago and one 

is now split.  

When I purchased it I was given to understand that the rotary box parts are/were??? commercial drain pipe parts.  However I 

cannot confirm this as a fact.  I have seen some of these polishers with the drum replaced by a coffee tin  (the ones with the push 

in lid ). 

With the box is a pot of polishing compound and a small pack of nut shells (nuts eaten many Christmases ago). 

If any one would like this unit, it is For free, as I am loathe to bung it.  If you would like it please give me a call. 

PS the nut shells do clean without damaging the contents 

Dick Billington 

 

CLUB EVENTS 
 

December        January 

Saturday 6th.  Santa Specials    Monday 12th.  Video Evening 

Sunday 7th.  Santa Specials    Monday 19th.  Committee Meeting 

 

Monday 15th.  Quiz Night 

 

February        March 

Monday 9th.  Bring and Buy    Monday 9th.  AGM 

Monday 16th.  Committee Meeting 

 

mailto:dick.billington@ntlworld.com
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MONDAY EVENING MEETINGS 

 

Monday 15 December  

Come along to the ever popular Quiz Evening. The team that won last year was the team with the lowest score !!!. A great eve-

ning was had by one and all. 

 

Monday 12 January 2015 

Bring along a video evening.  Members are asked to bring along one or more discs playing for about 20 to 30 minutes.  Which 

are played will be decided by the audience. 

 

Monday 9 February  

Bring and buy evening.  This will be an opportunity  to move on some of those items no longer required and to take home some-

one else’s junk.  This will be the only bring and buy during 2015 so make the most of it. 

 

Monday 9 March 

The AGM.  A calling notice will be sent to all members in good time for the meeting. 

 

The programme for the remainder of 2015 is in the course of preparation and will be ready for inclusion in the green Meetings 

Programme booklet published at the end of the year. 

 

John Parmenter 

 

A POSSIBLE PROJECT 

 

 A Zyto lathe has been donated to any  member wanting a restoration project.  It  comes with 3-jaw chuck, tailstock 

chuck a nd numerous tools but not a 4-jaw.  It  has drive pulleys but not a motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

?    CHRISTMAS QUIZ    ? 

 

Monday 15th. December 

 

Join our Quiz Master—Richard Shepherd—for this annual evening of fun and friendship. 

 

Meet up at the Clubhouse at 7:30pm and join a team.  All welcome.  Bring family and friends and start the Christmas Season in 

style. 

 

Refreshments will be served during the evening. 

 

Remember—the correct answer is on the Quiz Master’s sheet and not necessarily what you may think it is! 
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UNTAUGHT LAWS 

 

 Law of Mechanical Repair  - After your hands become coated with grease, your nose will begin to itch and you'll 

 have to pee. 
 
 Law of Gravity - Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least accessible place in the universe.  
 
 Law of Probability - The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act.  
 
 Law of Random Numbers - If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal; someone always answers.  
 
 Variation Law - If you change traffic lanes, the one you were in will always move faster than the one you are in 

 now.  This is also true when you change checkout lines at the supermarket. 

 

 Law of the Bath—When the body is fully immersed in water, the telephone will ring.  
Malcolm Freestone 

 

DOWN MY STREET 

 

Frank Hills Senior member 

  

My first ever ME type project was a Kennions Butch started in 1957 and later finished by Rob Chapman (another senior 

member) and many more since including a range of model aircraft 

  

Jobs in the past include laundry delivery man, tool room turner and a part time special constable later raising through the 

ranks to be Inspector in and around the Hertford beat.(6ft 4" and size 12 boots on a dark night? ) 

  

My other interests are orchid growing and photography which I would have liked to have done as a profession 

  

In my workshop I have a Myford 7r and a very large Warco v. mill with digital readout and of course all the essential ME 

stuff, drill grinder etc. etc. 

  

I'm also a member of East Herts ME club and attend there every Tuesday when ever they are running. 

  

Current project? A 71/4 Peak class 45 ( it’s huge and 8’ long TW)  

  

How would you like to see BMES in the future? " More togetherness".  
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USEFUL TO KNOW—CLUB MATTERS 

 

BMES WEB SITE 

www.bedfordmes.co.uk 

www.summerfieldsmr.co.uk          www.summerfieldmr.co.uk  

Website—Alan Beard—Contact details on inside front cover 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Held on the third Monday of the month in the Clubhouse. 

CLUB MEETINGS 

Held on second Monday of the month—check in The Coupling. 

WORKING PARTIES 

Wednesdays from 10am.  Workshop and Library open. 

Sundays from 9.30am—check if aiming to attend. 

‘The COUPLING’ PUBLICATION DATES 

Next copy deadline is 14th. January 2015 please! 

SOCIETY SALES 

The following items are available in the Clubhouse 

Toys, Drivers’ Hats etc.            BMES Fridge Magnets—BR Totem design  

 

Books—Still Steaming, Little Puffers and Tiny Trains 

 

Club Clothing available to order—contact Tony Bullock 01494 439098 

 

 

HELP NEEDED 

 

At the last committee meeting there was  discussion regarding the relative merits of steel and aluminium rail.  The 

one firm conclusion was that those present were not well enough informed.  If you can help with advice, a pointer in 

the right direction and so forth please contact Alan Beard by email or post or even telephone  
 

 

 

 

Topsy—A new kid on the block.    Pete Newman            5” Demonstration Goods 

 


